Distinct cell-to-fiber junctions are critical for the establishment of cardiotypical phenotype in a 3D bioartificial environment.
The first step toward improving the cell-matrix interactions that occur in bioartificial myocardial tissue is an understanding of the ultrastructural links between cells and host fibers. Here, we identify a distinct type of junction that helps the cells to find anchorage in the three-dimensional environment, and we evaluate the phenotype of the resulting tissue. Neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were seeded in two different collagen scaffolds after pre-hydration of the scaffold. Conventional and electron microscopy were used to analyze the tissue microstructure. Viability was assessed by life/dead assay and physical properties of the resulting tissue were evaluated. The resulting tissue displayed high cellular viability, spontaneous contractions over 12 weeks, and responded to passive stretch similar to native rat myocardium. Contractile force responded physiologically to calcium (Ca), adrenaline, and stretch administration. Ultrastructural studies revealed a cell-to-fiber junction, as well as a background matrix configuration, which has not been described before in this context. The cells aligned along collagen fibers and engaged in complex intercalations. The cell-to-fiber affinity is essential for the phenotypical performance of bioartificial myocardial tissue equivalents. Moreover, given the appropriate porosity of the scaffold, pre-hydration promotes migration and affinity of cells to host structures.